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FebriSol
A simple sticker that helps patients remember to take
their daily chronic medication. Using scratch card technology and positive feedback, the sticker helps to make
treatment adherence habitual.

37.9 million people in the
world are living with HIV.
70% live in low-income,
developing countries.
The Story

The Problem

One of the greatest challenges obstructing the management, control and ultimate eradication of
HIV is poor adherence to antiretroviral therapy
(ARVs). In other words, patients who do not consistently take their medication.

One factor that leads to poor adherence is that
patients simply forget to take their medication.
It is hard to remember to take medication at the
same time, daily throughout one's life.

ARV adherence is important for two main reasons:
Firstly, good adherence leads to virological suppression. This means the virus is controlled and undetectable in the patient’s system. A virologically suppressed
patient can live a long and healthy life but, most importantly, cannot transmit the virus.
Secondly, poor adherence increases the risk that the
virus will mutate, leading to drug-resistant HIV (HIVDR) which is extremely difficult to treat and its spread
would be catastrophic.

Evidence shows packaging that incorporates daily
tracking is effective in increasing patient adherence.
However, current solutions are either inconvenient
or prohibitively expensive and therefore aren’t viable
in the developing world, where the majority of HIV+
patients live.
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Current Solutions
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7-Day Pill Box

Blister Packaging With Day Labels

Electronic Daily Pill Box

Pill Pack, Amazon Pharmacy

• Cheap

• Holds month-long course
of medication

• Once all medication is decanted,
it is very easy to use

• Especially effective for younger
patients

• Small and convenient

• High retention rate

• Convenient

• Accessible to patients with low
literacy levels

• Inseprable from month's course
of medication

• Allows for a month-long course
of medication

• Clean, ‘sexy’ and minimal design

• Holds multiple medications

• Protects medication

• Reminds patients with an alarm

× Only holds a 7-day course
of medication

× Expensive to implement

• Holds multiple medications in
each compartment.

• Simple to manufacture and
distribute

× Patient or carer needs to decant
medication every week

× Many developing countries
decant medication from bulk
into smaller packaging. Blister
packaging requires medication
to be re/pre-packaged requiring
redesigning the supply chain.

× Expensive
× Large and cumbersome
× Requires decanting of medication by patient or caregiver

• Good patient experience
• Holds multiple medications and
multi-day dosage
• Streamlined distribution
× Prohibitively expensive
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The Solution
FebriSol is a sticker that, when applied to ARV packaging, nudges patients into remembering to take their
daily medication.
When patients take their pills, they scratch off the
day’s metallic coating. This action reveals a tick indicating adherence and provides positive reinforcement.
In addition, patients can see at a glance whether
they have taken their medication on any given day.
FebriSol is not only applicable to ARVs in the developing world. It can also be applied to medications used
to treat tuberculosis, hypertension, diabetes, mental
health and many more chronic conditions.
It can also be applied to antibiotic packaging to increase adherence and prevent the occurrence of
superbugs.
Importantly, there is no certaintly as to how Covid-19
and similar pandemics will evolve. Nor is the role adherence might play in treatment, management and
control understood.
The onslaught of Covid-19 does not mean other
diseases and epidemics can be ignored. Other
health crises continue to require dedicated time,
research and resources.

Benefits
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The FebriSol sticker can be permanently
attached to most medical packaging.
The medication is never separated from
the adherence solution.

Convenient

The colour green and 'tick', both
associated with positivity, provide
sub-conscious reinforcement.

Intuitive and accessible to
patients with low literacy
levels.

The sticker design can be adapted
for multi-dose treatment regimes,
different sized packaging and multiday treatment protocols.

Febrisol is an additive intervention.
As a result medications do not require
re/pre-packaging.

Cost-effective

Scratch cards are common, even
in developing countries. Therefore
FebriSol requires little education
to onboard patients

Relatively simple
to manufacture

Habits are formed in response to a
cue, an action and a reward. The patient sees the bottle (cue), takes their
medication and scratches off the days
coating (action), which reveals a tick
(reward).
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About the Designer

Contact

FebriSol Intellectual Property

Ricky Stoch is a South African-born designer based
between London and Johannesburg. She recently
graduated with a Master’s Degree in Visual Communication from the Royal College of Art in London.

www.rickystoch.com
ricky@rickystoch.com
+44 79 4365 4209
@rickystoch

UK Registered Design No.
6079657

With and academic background in both humanities and
design, she specialises in research-based projects that
use the power of visuals to solve problems, change
behaviour, democratise information and communicate
big ideas. She has a special interest in health-care and
design that makes a difference.

www.febrisol.com
@febrisol

USA Design Patent Pending
USA 29/718,763
SA Design Registration Pending
ZA A2019/01736
SA Design Registration Pending
ZA F2019/01740

